
Abstract—With the increasing application of synchronverter 

technology in renewable energy power generation, power system 

stability issue becomes more complicated. Due to the impedance 

interaction between the synchronverter based wind farm and the 

series compensated transmission line, the synchronverter based 

wind farm is prone to cause sub-synchronous oscillation (SSO). 

To suppress this SSO, a generalized harmonic compensation 

control strategy of active power filter (APF) with supercapacitor 

is proposed, which counteracts SSO by injecting the generalized 

harmonic current including reactive and oscillation current. Since 

the generalized harmonic current can be calculated by subtract-

ing the sinusoidal active current from the sampling current, a 

first-order inertial controller of the voltage loop for APF is pro-

posed to accurately obtain the active current. In addition, the 

supercapacitor of APF is used to reduce the dc-side voltage fluc-

tuation caused by SSO. As this paper does not need to directly 

extract the SSO component, the proposed method does not need to 

know the system oscillation frequency in advance, which can be 

used as a defensive control method of SSO. Finally, experimental 

results verify the effectiveness of the proposed strategy. 

 

Index Terms—Wind farm, subsynchronous oscillation, super-

capacitor, synchronverter, impedance method. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Y imitating the mechanism and external characteristics of 

the synchronous machine (SM), the virtual synchronous 

machine (VSM) technology is proposed [1]. Due to the char-

acteristics of voltage regulation, frequency modulation and 

inertia control, the research and application of VSM technology 

are more and more widespread [2]-[4]. With the increasing 

application of VSM technology in renewable energy power 

generation, power system stability issue becomes more com-

plicated [5][6]. 

Presently, VSM can be categorized into different types based 

on the different control strategies [7]. So far, the synchronverter 

specifically refers to the inverter controlled by the VSM control 

strategy without any closed-loop current or voltage control. 

Since the impedance of synchronverter is basically inductive, 

synchronverter can operate stably under weak grid [8]. How-

ever, due to the series compensation capacitor, the se-

ries-compensated system of synchronverter is prone to cause 

subsynchronous oscillation (SSO) [9]. In addition, with the 

increasing application of synchronverter technology in wind 

farm, the synchronverter based wind farm connected to series 

compensated transmission line will really exist because the 

series compensated transmission line is more common in power 

grid. Thus, it is necessary to study the mechanism, characteris-

tic and defensive method of this SSO. 

On the issue of SSO analysis, the widely used ways include 

frequency scanning method [10], eigenvalue analysis [11], 

impedance model method [12] and simulation method [13]. 

Because the impedance model method has the advantages of 

direct measurement, clear physical meaning and simple form, it 

has become an important way to analyze system stability [14]. 

In [15], an impedance network model is proposed to reveal the 

mechanism and characteristic of the SSO in wind farm. The 

proposed impedance network model method is similar to the 

frequency scanning method since they both judge the SSO 

characteristic by analyzing the resistance and reactance fre-

quency curves of system [16]-[18]. Considering the successful 

applications of the impedance model method on SSO analysis 

[19], the impedance model method can be utilized to reveal the 

mechanism and characteristic of the SSO in wind farm con-

nected to series compensated transmission line. 

Moreover, on the issue of SSO mitigation, the common 

strategies can be divided into two categories: one is to add the 

additional equipment [20], and the other is to improve the 

control system [21]-[23]. In some cases, it is necessary to de-

sign the additional equipment to suppress SSO because the 

optimization of control parameter has a limited ability to im-

prove the system stability. In [24], a static synchronous com-
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pensator (STATCOM) with a voltage controller is proposed to 

damp SSO by stably controlling ac voltage. The modulation 

index and phase angle of the designed voltage controller are 

controlled separately, but the corresponding controller is com-

plicated. In [25], an enhancing grid stiffness control strategy of 

static synchronous compensator with battery energy storage 

system (STATCOM/BESS) is proposed to suppress the SSO of 

wind farm in a weak grid. However, this method is not suitable 

for the SSO mitigation of series-compensated grid-connected 

system. As the SSO problem manifests as the current oscilla-

tion, SSO can be counteracted by injecting the compensation 

current with the same amplitude and opposite phase [26]. Since 

SSO frequency is relatively low, the band pass filter (BPF) is 

usually applied to extract the subsynchronous component [27]. 

However, when system oscillation frequency changes, the 

performance of the BPF based SSO suppression method will 

decline significantly due to the bandwidth limitation of BPF. 

Moreover, the BPF based SSO suppression method cannot be 

utilized to suppress the SSO without knowing the system os-

cillation frequency in advance [28]. In [29], a low pass filter 

(LPF) and high pass filter (HPF) are combined as a BPF to get 

the SSO component in dq domain. Since the cut-off frequency 

of HPF is set to be 10Hz, the time delays of the proposed 

method are large and it cannot suppress the oscillation which is 

lower than 10Hz in dq domain. The characteristics of the 

aforementioned SSO suppression methods can be summarized 

in Table I. 

TABLE I 

ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SSO SUPPRESSION METHODS 

Ref. Description Disadvantage 

[24] 

SSO is damped by 

stably controlling ac 
voltage. 

The proposed STATCOM cannot directly 

control reactive power, and the designed 
controller is complicated. 

[25] 
SSO is suppressed 
by optimizing sys-

tem impedance. 

It can only suppress the SSO under weak 

grid condition. 

[26]-[29] 
SSO is mitigated by 
injecting compen-

sation current. 

Due to the bandwidth limitation of BPF, 

SSO suppression performance will degrade 
when system oscillation frequency chang-

es. Moreover, it needs to know system 

oscillation frequency in advance. 

 

To address the above issues, this paper no longer directly 

detects the SSO current. Generally, by subtracting the sinus-

oidal active current from the sampling current, the generalized 

harmonic current including reactive current and oscillation 

current can be calculated out. Then, by compensating the gen-

eralized harmonic current, the SSO problem can also be re-

solved effectively. As the active current phase is same with that 

of voltage which can be obtained by phase locked loop (PLL), 

only the active current amplitude needs to be got. Therefore, 

this paper focuses on the active current amplitude calculation. 

Based on the power conservation, the PI controller of the 

voltage loop for active power filter (APF) can automatically 

obtain the active current amplitude [30]. However, due to the 

low-frequency power oscillation induced by SSO, the obtained 

active current amplitude will seriously fluctuate.  

In this paper, a generalized harmonic compensation control 

strategy of the APF with supercapacitor is proposed for miti-

gating the SSO in synchronverter based wind farm connected to 

series-compensated transmission line. The main works and 

contributions are summarized as follows. 

1) SSO mechanism and characteristic of the synchronverter 

based wind farm connected to series compensated transmission 

line is analyzed. With the increase of series compensation level 

(SCL), the series-compensated grid-connected system of wind 

farm based on synchronverter is prone to cause SSO.  

2) A first-order inertial controller of the voltage loop for the 

APF with supercapacitor is proposed, which can effectively 

suppress the SSO without knowing the system oscillation fre-

quency in advance. 

3) The influence of the SSO on APF’s dc-side voltage is 

analyzed theoretically. When the dc-side capacitance is large 

enough, the dc-side voltage of the proposed APF fluctuates 

within the allowable range and then it can efficiently suppress 

SSO.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, 

the reason why the studied system causes SSO is analyzed 

based on impedance method. In Section III, the mechanism of 

the proposed SSO suppression strategy is introduced. In addi-

tion, the design process of the proposed first-order inertial 

controller is carefully described. Experimental results are pro-

vided in Section IV. Conclusions are drawn in Section V. 

II. SSO ANALYSIS OF SYNCHRONVERTER BASED WIND FARM 

CONNECTED TO SERIES COMPENSATED TRANSMISSION LINE 

Fig.1 shows the configuration of the synchronverter based 

wind farm connected to series compensated transmission line. 
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Fig.1. Configuration of the synchronverter based wind farm connected to series compensated transmission line. 
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The generator side converter (GSC) is used to control the dc 

voltage, and the grid side converter (GSC) is controlled to 

realize the maximum power point tracking (MPPT). Moreover, 

the detailed configuration and control structure of the syn-

chronverter are shown in Fig.2, where Ls, Rs and Cs are the 

inductance, damping resistance and capacitance of the LC filter, 

respectively; Rline, Lline and Cline are resistance, inductance and 

capacitance of the series compensated transmission line, re-

spectively; vwdc is the dc-side voltage; isa, isb and isc are the 

currents of filter inductance Ls; vsa, vsb and vsc are the ac-side 

voltages.  

According to [8], the impedance of synchronverter can be 

expressed as, 
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      (1) 

where M(s)=1/(Js2+Dps); θd=arcsin[PrefωnLs/(EnV0)]+π/2; Kd = 

1.414Ene-1.5Ts/[(1+s/ωv)(1+s/ωv)]; θi0 is the initial phase of the 

current. J is virtual moment of inertia; Dp is the active droop 

coefficient; Vac is ac-side voltage amplitude; Iac is the ac-side 

current amplitude; ωn is the rated angular frequency of grid; Pref 

is the active power reference; En is the rated RMS of the mod-

ulation wave; fn is the fundamental frequency; Ts is the 

switching period; ωv and ωi are the cut-off angular frequency of 

the LPF for voltage and current signals, respectively. The sys-

tem parameters of Fig.1 and 2 are given in Table II. 

TABLE II 

SYSTEM PARAMETERS OF FIG.1 AND 2 

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Pref /kW 10 Lline /mH 10 ɷv=ɷi/(rad/s) 8000π 

Qref /kVar 0  Rline/Ω 0.15 ɷn/(rad/s) 100π 

Vwdcref /V 700 Cline/mF 0 fpwm/kHz 10 

vsa/V 220 J 0.057 fs(1/Ts)/kHz 10 

Ls /mH 3 K 7.1 Nnum 2 

Cs /μF 20 Dq 321 Np1 1/1 

Rs/Ω 1.73 Dp 5 Np2 1/1 

Fig.3 shows the frequency response characteristics of the 

synchronverter impedance. In Fig.3, the analytical value of 

synchronverter impedance is represented by blue solid line. 

Seen from Fig.3, the synchronverter impedance is mainly in-

ductive and it is good consistent with the measured impedance. 

Therefore, the stability of the synchronverter based wind farm 

connected to series compensated transmission line can be an-

alyzed based on the impedance model of synchronverter.  

According to reference [4], only the control parameter J is 

adjustable since other parameters have definite design re-

quirements. Fig.4 shows the impedance frequency characteris-

tics of the synchronverter with different control parameter J. 

Seen from Fig.4, the control parameter J has little influence on 

the synchronverter impedance, and synchronverter impedance 

is mainly inductive. Thus, from the perspective of impedance 

characteristics, the control parameter optimization of syn-

chronverter has a limited ability to improve the system stability. 
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Fig.3. Frequency response characteristics of synchronverter impedance.  
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Fig.4. Impedance frequency characteristics of synchronverter with different 
control parameter J. 

For the series compensated transmission line, the SCL can 

be obtained by, 
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where ωn is the rated angular frequency of grid. 
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Fig.2. Configuration and control structure of synchronverter. 
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In addition, assuming the synchronverters are the same in the 

studied wind farm, the equivalent circuit of the studied system 

can be depicted in Fig.5, where esabc is the equivalent voltage 

source of synchronverter; Zs(s) is the equivalent impedance of 

synchronverter; ZT1(s) and ZT2(s) are the equivalent impedance 

of transformer T1 and T2, respectively; Zin(s) is the inner im-

pedance of the synchronverter based wind farm; Zout(s) is the 

outer impedance of the synchronverter based wind farm; Nnum is 

the number of the parallel synchronverters in wind farm; Np1 

and Np2 are the transformer ratio of transformer T1 and T2, 

respectively. From Fig.5, the impedance Zin(s) can be obtained 

as follow, 

     
2
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1

1p

in s s T

num s
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Z s Z s R Z s

N C s

  
     

   
          (3) 

In addition, the impedance Zout(s) is obtained as follow, 
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Fig.6. Frequency response characteristics of impedance Zout(s) with different 

SCL. 

Fig.6 shows the frequency response characteristics of im-

pedance Zout(s). Seen from Fig.6, after adding the series com-

pensation capacitor Cline, partial impedance of Zout(s) changes 

from inductive to capacitive, and the capacitive impedance 

range increases with the increase of SCL. From Fig.3 and 6, the 

synchronverter impedance is inductive and the impedance 

Zout(s) is capacitive in the low-frequency area. Considering that 

the capacitive impedance easily resonates with the inductive 

impedance, the series-compensated grid-connected system of 

wind farm based synchronverter is prone to cause SSO when 

SCL increases.  
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Fig.7. Impedance-frequency curves of the studied system under different 

conditions. (a) Under different SCL. (b) Under different Nnum. 

Fig.7 shows the impedance-frequency curves of the studied 

system under different conditions. It is well known that the 

frequency point where the reactance value is zero is the im-

pedance resonance point of system. As seen from Fig.7(a), with 

the increase of SCL, the impedance resonance point of system 

gradually moves to the high-frequency area. In addition, the 

system resistance is negative when the frequency is greater than 

31.8Hz. According to the impedance network model based 

SSO analysis method [15], the system is unstable when the 

resistance of system is negative and the reactance of system 

crosses the zero-axis with a positive slop (meaning from nega-

tive to positive). Therefore, due to the impedance interaction 
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Fig.5. Equivalent circuit of the synchronverter based wind farm connected to series compensated transmission line. 
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between the synchronverter based wind farm and the series 

compensated transmission line, the synchronverter based wind 

farm will cause SSO with the increase of SCL. Moreover, the 

system oscillation frequency increases with the increase of SCL. 

Seen from Fig.7(b), with the increase of the number of parallel 

synchronverters, the frequency point where the resistance value 

is zero moves to the high-frequency area. Meanwhile, the im-

pedance resonance point of system slightly moves to the 

high-frequency area too. Since the negative resistance of sys-

tem comes from synchronverter, the negative resistance of 

system decreases when the number of the parallel synchron-

verters increases. Thus, when Nnum increases, the resistance of 

system becomes large and is positive at the impedance reso-

nance point. Based on the analysis above, with the increase of 

the number of parallel synchronverters, the stability of the 

synchronverter based wind farm becomes better and the SSO 

will not easily occur. 

III. A FIRST-ORDER INERTIAL CONTROLLER OF APF WITH 

SUPERCAPACITOR FOR DAMPING SSO 
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TABLE III 

SYSTEM PARAMETERS OF FIG.8 

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value 

PN/kW 0 Lf /mH 3.2 Rf /Ω 1.17 

QN/kVar 10 Cdc /F 0.1 dk 10 

Vdcref /V 750 Cf /μF 20 dj 100 

 

To suppress this SSO, a APF with supercapacitor is designed 

and connected in parallel in the studied system, as shown in 

Fig.1. The proposed APF counteracts the SSO by injecting the 

generalized harmonic current. Thus, the minimum capacity of 

the designed APF should be able to compensate the generalized 

harmonic current. Considering that the SSO current is instan-

taneous and the power electronics have short-term overcurrent 

capability, the capacity of the proposed APF can be designed to 

be half the rated capacity of a given power plant, which is 

basically consistent with the capacity design of the existing 

compensators [26][31]. The configuration and control structure 

of the proposed APF are depicted in Fig.8, where Lf, Rf and Cf 

are the inductance, damping resistance and capacitance of the 

LC filter, respectively; vdc is the dc-side voltage; Vdcref is the 

dc-side voltage reference; ea, eb and ec are the inner voltages; va, 

vb and vc are the point of common coupling (PCC) voltages; ia, 

ib and ic are the grid-connected currents; iLabc are the grid-side 

currents; In is the rated active current amplitude of iLabc; Ir is the 

active current amplitude obtained by the designed first-order 

inertial controller; θ is the active current phase obtained by PLL; 

dk and dj are the control parameters of the proposed first-order 

inertial controller. The system parameters of Fig.8 are given in 

Table III. 

In Fig.8, the active currents are calculated out based on the 

amplitude Ir and phase θ. The references of current loop are 

expressed as follow, 
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A. Calculation of active current amplitude 
Generally, the ac-side active power Pac of APF is equivalent 

to the sum of the dc-side active power Pdc and active power loss 

Ploss. Therefore, there is, 

dc loss acP P P                                     (6) 

In a stable state, the dc-side voltage vdc is approximately 

equal to Vdcref and Pdc can be calculated by, 

dcref dcdc dc

dc dc dc

V dvv dv
P C C

dt dt
                       (7) 

In addition, Pac can be obtained as,  

0 0 0

3 3

2 2
ac nP V I V I                              (8) 

where V0 is the ac-side voltage amplitude of the proposed APF; 

Vn is the rated value of V0; I0 is the ac-side active current am-

plitude of APF. 

Substituting (7) and (8) into (6), there is, 

0

3

2

dcref dc

n dc loss

V dv
V I C P

dt
                          (9) 

According to (9), the ac-side active current amplitude I0 can 

be obtained as follow, 

0

2 2

3 3

dc dcref dc loss

n n

C V dv P
I

V dt V
                       (10) 

Seen from (10), when the dc-side voltage vdc is stable, the 

ac-side active current amplitude I0 will be a very small constant, 

which is equal to (2/3*Ploss/Vn≈0). Thus, when the proposed 

APF works normally, there is I0≈0. 

In addition, from Fig.8, when voltage vdc is stable, there is, 

   j n r k dcref dcd I I d V v                      (11) 

The Eq.(11) can be rewritten as, 

 k dcref dc

r n

j

d V v
I I

d


                          (12) 

According to (12), Ir is a constant when vdc is stable. From (5), 

the references of the current loop for the proposed APF are 

obtained by subtracting the sinusoidal active current from iLabc. 

Therefore, there is I0≈0 only when the sinusoidal active cur-

rent amplitude Ir stabilizes at the active current amplitude of 

iLabc. Based on the analysis above, when the proposed APF 
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works stably, the output value of the proposed first-order iner-

tial controller will automatically stabilize at the active current 

amplitude of iLabc due to the power conservation. 

B. Design of dc-side capacitor  
In this paper, the proposed APF suppresses this SSO by in-

jecting the compensation current with the same amplitude and 

opposite phase. Considering that SSO is also a cycle oscillation 

of power, the dc-side capacitor of the proposed APF should be 

large enough to compensate the periodic oscillation power. In 

addition, when the dc-side capacitor is large, the fluctuation of 

the capacitor voltage will be small, which is beneficial to the 

control of current loop. 

When the system causes SSO, the ac-side active power Pac 

will also appear oscillation. According to energy conservation 

theory, there is, 

2 2

sso op opdc dc

dc

P T Tv dv
C

dt
                         (13) 

where Top is the oscillation period of Psso. 

In steady state, the dc-side voltage vdc is approximately equal 

to Vdcref. Therefore, the relationships among the ac-side active 

oscillation power Psso and dc-side voltage fluctuation △vdc can 

be obtained as follow, 

2

sso op

dc dcref dc

P T
C V v                              (14) 

Due to Top=1/fsso, (14) can be rewritten as follow, 

2

sso

dc dcref dc

sso

P
C V v

f
                               (15) 

where fsso is the oscillation frequency. 

Fig.9 shows the relationships among the dc-side voltage 

fluctuation △vdc, dc-side capacitance Cdc, active oscillation 

power Psso and oscillation frequency fsso. Seen from Fig.9, with 

the increase of Cdc, the dc-side voltage fluctuation △vdc becomes 

smaller. In addition, with the decrease of oscillation frequency 

fsso, the dc-side voltage fluctuation △vdc becomes larger. 

Moreover, with the increase of active oscillation power Psso, the 

dc-side voltage fluctuation △vdc becomes larger too. To make 

the dc-side voltage △vdc fluctuate within an allowable range, the 

dc-side capacitance Cdc should be large enough. Based on the 

analysis above, supercapacitor is a good choice, which can 

provide enough energy to damp the SSO and reduce the dc-side 

voltage fluctuation of APF. 

C. Design of first-order inertial controller 
From Fig.8, the first-order inertial controller Gv(s) can be 

obtained as, 

  k

v

j

d
G s

s d



                                 (16) 

According to Fig.8 and Eq.(16), the open-loop transfer 

function of voltage can be obtained as, 
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(a)                                                                                                                         (b) 

Fig.9. Relationships among the dc-side voltage fluctuation △vdc, the dc-side capacitance Cdc, the active oscillation power Psso, and the oscillation frequency fsso. (a) 
Psso=2000W. (b) Cdc=0.1F. 
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(a)                                                                                                                         (b) 

Fig.10. Bandwidth of the voltage loop with different control parameters. (a) Under different dj when dk=1. (b) Under different dk when dj=100. 
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     _

1
v op v t

dc

G s G s G s
sC

                     (17) 

where Gt(s) is the inverter delay, expressed as, 

 
1

1 1.5
t

s

G s
sT




                               (18) 

From Eq.(17), the closed-loop transfer function of voltage 

can be obtained as, 

 
   

   
_

v t

v cp

v t dc

G s G s
G s

G s G s sC



                      (19) 

Fig.10 shows the control bandwidth of voltage loop under 

different control parameters. Seen from Fig.10(a), with the 

increase of dj, the control bandwidth of voltage loop decreases 

slightly. From Fig.10(b), with the increase of dk, the control 

bandwidth of voltage loop increases slightly. From Fig.10, the 

control parameters have a relatively small influence of the 

voltage loop and the control bandwidth is very small. Due to the 

small control bandwidth, the proposed first-order inertial con-

troller can slowly regulate the dc-side voltage to stably obtain 

the active current amplitude Ir. 

In addition, from (12), the dc-side voltage vdc will fluctuate 

when the active current amplitude Ir changes. To make the 

dc-side voltage vdc fluctuates within 10% when there is 50% 

current fluctuation, the control parameters of the designed 

first-order inertial controller should satisfy the following rela-

tionship, 

50% 5

10%

k n n

j dcref dcref

d I I

d V V
                       (20) 

To verify the above theoretical analysis, the studied system, 

as shown in Fig.1, is built and simulated in MATLAB/Simulink. 

The system parameters are given in Table II and III, and the 

simulation step size is designed to be 0.000001s. The simula-

tion results are shown as follows. 

Fig.11 shows the comparative simulation results of dc-side 

voltage vdc and active current amplitude Ir. As seen from 

Fig.11(a), when SCL is increased from 10% to 55%, the dc-side 

voltage of APF in [30] will markedly fluctuate since the dc-side 
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Fig.11. Comparative simulation results of dc-side voltage vdc and active current amplitude Ir. (a) The APF in [30]. (b) The proposed APF. 
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Fig.12. Simulation results of the studied system when SCL is switched from 10% to 55%. (a) Grid currents. (b) FFT analysis of current. 
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Fig.13. Simulation results of the studied system with the proposed APF when SCL is switched from 10% to 55%. (a) Grid currents. (b) FFT analysis of current. 
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capacitance is small. In addition, as the PI controller of voltage 

loop cannot filter out this low-frequency oscillation, the ob-

tained active-current amplitude Ir oscillates too. Seen from 

Fig.11(b), due to the large dc-side capacitance and control 

inertia of voltage loop, the proposed APF can damp this oscil-

lation and obtain a stable active current amplitude. From Fig.11, 

the proposed first-order inertial controller of the voltage loop 

for APF can effectively obtain the active current amplitude Ir, 

which can provide accurate reference for current inner loop. 

Fig.12 and 13 shows the comparative simulation results of 

the studied system with and without the proposed APF. As seen 

from Fig.12, without the proposed APF, the series compensa-

tion grid-connected system of wind farm based on synchron-

verter will cause SSO when the SCL is increased from 10% to 

55%. In addition, the SSO frequency is about 35Hz, which is 

basically consistent with the results of theoretical analysis. 

Seen from Fig.13, after adding the proposed APF, the series 

compensation grid-connected system of wind farm based on 

synchronverter can finally run stably when the SCL is increased 

from 10% to 55%. In addition, the total harmonic distortion 

(THD) of grid-connected current is about 2.5%, which meets 

the THD requirements of power grid. From Fig.12 and 13, the 

proposed APF can effectively suppress the SSO of the studied 

system. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

To further validate the above analysis, the synchronverter 

based wind farm connected to series compensated transmission 

line is built based on the RT-LAB platform and DSP+FPGA 

control board, as shown in Fig.14. The control algorithm is 

implemented in DSP+FPGA and the circuit is emulated by 

RT-LAB OP5700. The experimental parameters are listed in 

Table II and III, and the experimental results are given as fol-

lows. 

Fig.15 shows the experimental results of the studied system 

when SCL is switched from 0 to 45%. As seen from Fig.15, the 

currents iLabc oscillate first and then return to the stability. 

Compared with the current, the voltage does not appear an 

   
(a)                                                                                (b)                                                                                (c) 

Fig.15. Experimental results of the studied system when SCL is switched from 0 to 45%. (a) PCC voltages. (b) Grid currents. (c) Current spectrums. 

   
(a)                                                                                (b)                                                                                (c) 

Fig.16. Experimental results of the studied system when SCL is switched from 10% to 55%. (a) PCC voltages. (b) Grid currents. (c) Current spectrums. 
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Fig.17. Experimental results of the studied system when Nnum is increased from 2 to 3. (a) PCC voltages. (b) Grid currents. (c) Current spectrums. 
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Fig.14. Experimental platform. 
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obvious oscillation. Form Fig.15(c), the oscillation frequency 

of current is mainly 31Hz. In addition, Fig.16 shows the ex-

perimental results of the studied system when SCL is switched 

from 10% to 55%. As seen from Fig.16, the PCC voltages vabc 

and the currents iLabc both seriously oscillate. Form Fig.16(c), 

the oscillation frequency of current is mainly 35Hz, which is 

higher than that of system with SCL=45%. Owing to the im-

pedance interaction between the synchronverter based wind 

farm and series compensated transformation line, the syn-

chronverter based wind farm is prone to cause SSO. The in-

duced oscillation frequency of system will be higher when the 

SCL is higher. Moreover, from Fig.17, when the number of 

parallel synchronverters is increased from 2 to 3, the SSO 

gradually disappear. Based on the analysis above, within a 

certain tolerance, the experimental results are consistent with 

the impedance network model based SSO analysis in Section II. 

Fig.18 and 19 show the experimental results of the studied 

system with the proposed APF. As seen from Fig.18, after 

adding the designed APF, the SSO of synchronverter based 

wind farm can be effectively suppressed. Simultaneously, the 

power factor (PF) is corrected from 0.91 to 0.99. Seen from 

Fig.19, when SCL is switched from 10% to 65%, the SSO of 

synchronverter based wind farm can also be mitigated. In ad-

dition, the system oscillation frequency is about 38Hz, which is 

higher than 35Hz in Fig.18. From Fig.18 and 19, the proposed 

APF can automatically suppress the SSO and compensate re-

active power. The experimental results are consistent with the 

theoretical analysis, which verifies the feasibility of the pro-

posed strategy. 

Fig.20 shows the contrast experimental results of the studied 

system with different APFs. Seen from Fig.20 (a), the intro-

duced APF in [30] cannot suppress the SSO. Since the control 

bandwidth of voltage loop is larger than that of the SSO fre-

quency, the dc-side voltage of APF will fluctuate and it cannot 

suppress SSO. Compared Fig.20(b) and Fig.20(c), the dc-side 

voltage vdc of the proposed APF slightly fluctuates when the 

dc-side capacitor is larger. To make the dc-side voltage fluc-

tuates within a certain range, the dc-side capacitor of the pro-

posed APF should be large enough. The experimental results 

are consistent with the theoretical analysis, which verifies the 

effectiveness of the proposed SSO suppression method. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the SSO of the synchronverter based wind farm 

connected to series compensated transmission line are studied. 

Some conclusions are listed below.  

1) Due to the impedance interaction between the synchron-
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Fig.18. Experimental results of the studied system with the proposed APF when SCL is switched from 10% to 55%. (a) PCC voltages. (b) Grid currents. (c) 

Current spectrums. 
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Fig.19. Experimental results of the studied system with the proposed APF when SCL is switched from 10% to 65%. (a) PCC voltages. (b) Grid currents. (c) 

Current spectrums. 
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Fig.20. Experimental results of the studied system with different APF. (a) APF in [30]. (b) Proposed APF with Cdc=0.001F. (c) Proposed APF with Cdc=0.1F. 
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verter based wind farm and the series compensated transmis-

sion line, the synchronverter based wind farm can cause SSO. 

With the increase of SCL, the stability of the synchronverter 

based wind farm becomes worse and the induced SSO fre-

quency increases.  

2) Owing to the power conservation and the small control 

bandwidth, the designed first-order inertial controller of the 

voltage loop can automatically and accurately obtain the active 

current amplitude. Moreover, when the dc-side capacitance is 

large enough, the dc-side voltage of the proposed APF fluctu-

ates within the allowable range and then it can efficiently sup-

press SSO.  

3) Since the generalized harmonic current includes the reac-

tive current and the distorted current, the proposed APF has a 

wide application prospect, such as SSO mitigation, harmonics 

suppression and reactive compensation. 
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